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Overview of challenges and achievements in the climate adaptation of cities and in the Climate Proof Cities program

ABSTRACT

Despite all international, national and local initiatives to mitigate climate change, a certain degree of climate change is unavoidable. Urban environments in particular seem vulnerable to the consequences of climate change. How can cities, which are dynamic systems where most people live and work, prepare for such changes in climate? In the Netherlands, the Climate Proof Cities (CPC) research program (2010–2014) was established, aimed at: “strengthening the adaptive capacity and reducing the vulnerability of the urban system against climate change and to develop strategies and policy instruments for adapting our cities and buildings”. The program has contributed to the knowledge on assessing vulnerability of cities, on adaptation options and their effectiveness, and on governance of adaptation. Important features are the role of green infrastructures in combination with available water, improved building designs and collaboration between urban planners and water managers. Nonetheless, in spite of this effort and many other national and international efforts, research in these fields is still in its infancy, and much remains to be done. The broad scope of the CPC research program incited the establishment of this Special Issue. In addition, also papers from other researchers have been added to this Special Issue, in an attempt to provide a valuable—albeit inexhaustive—view on the challenges and achievements in adaptation of cities to climate change.

1. Scope and motivation for a new special issue in Building and Environment on climate adaptation in cities

Despite all international, national and local initiatives to mitigate climate change, a certain degree of climate change is unavoidable [1]. Urban environments in particular seem vulnerable to the consequences of climate change: increased risk of flooding, droughts and heat waves [2–5]. How can cities as dynamic systems, where most people live and work, prepare for such changes in climate? Research needs to strengthen the adaptive capacity and reduce the vulnerability of the urban system against climate change and to develop strategies and policy instruments for adapting our cities and buildings.

In September 2012 Building and Environment published a very successful Special Issue on “Implications of a Changing Climate for Buildings”, edited by Pieter de Wilde and David Coley (Volume 55) [6]. Following this effort, a new Special Issue on climate change and cities was launched for the following reasons:

1) Attention for adaptation to the impacts of climate change is rising worldwide. Especially cities are getting organised to put climate adaptation on the political agenda. The demand for information on the impacts of climate change on cities, buildings and urban infrastructure and the effectiveness of adaptation options is growing.

2) Research on climate change impacts and adaptation in the built environment has taken off in the past few years. Whereas in first instance attention went mostly to the vulnerability of cities, more and more research nowadays focuses on adaptive solutions. Especially in the field of the (cost)effectiveness of adaptation measures rapid progress is being made.

3) In the September 2012 Special Issue, most articles focused on buildings. This new Special Issue provided an opportunity to widen the scope and to demonstrate the interrelations between adaptation in the wide range of exterior spatial scales (metropolitan, city, neighbourhood, street) and adaptation in and on buildings.

In addition, this Special Issue was incited by the end of Climate Proof Cities (CPC), a major scientific research program in The Netherlands that dealt with many of the issues related to climate adaptation in urban areas.

2. The Climate Proof Cities program

2.1. Introduction

At the end of 2010, a research program was started in the Netherlands aiming at: “strengthening the adaptive capacity and reducing the vulnerability of the urban system against climate change and to develop strategies and policy instruments for adapting our cities and buildings”. The program, called Climate Proof Cities (CPC), ended in December 2014 and has been executed by a broad consortium of Dutch knowledge institutes and universities.
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specialising in the field of climate adaptation and urban development, such as TNO, Eindhoven University of Technology, Delft University of Technology, Wageningen University, Deltares, Utrecht University, University of Amsterdam, Radboud University Nijmegen, KWR and UNESCO-IHE. In order to benefit from knowledge and experiences from other European countries, three foreign partners were included in the consortium: the University of Manchester (UK) and the Universities of Kassel and Freiburg (Germany).

Improving the resilience of cities requires knowledge from multiple disciplines. As adaptation to climate change is increasingly connected with and integrated in other urban design challenges, an even broader scientific basis is needed. The CPC program has included an interdisciplinary collaboration between many scientific disciplines: engineers, designers, natural scientists, spatial planners and political scientists. The research program, with a budget of about 7.8 M€, was for about 50% funded by the national government, 25% by local stakeholders and 25% by the research institutes themselves.

Involved stakeholders included the main cities in the Netherlands (Rotterdam, The Hague, Amsterdam, Utrecht, Arnhem, Nijmegen, Tilburg and Rijswijk), the Province of North-Brabant, a number of water boards (Waternet, Delfland, Hollands Delta, Schieland and Krimpenerwaard), STOWA (Foundation for Applied Water Research) and the Netherlands national government. The stakeholders not only co-financed the program but also participated actively in formulating the research questions, exchanging experiences and delivering the case studies.

The research program addressed the following questions:

- What is the influence of urban features on the local climate in Dutch cities?
- How vulnerable are Dutch cities to climate change?
- Which measures and strategies are effective to improve the adaptive capacity of cities?
- How to implement adaptive measures in urban areas?

In the adaptation process we are facing three time and space dependent boundary conditions: (1) the extent of climate change; (2) the complex interactions between environmental, social and economic drivers of urban development; and (3) urban governance and implementation. We studied urban adaptation in this broader context in order to provide a meaningful contribution to policy making. Although urban climate, impacts, adaptation and urban governance and implementation have been studied in different work packages, we always took the larger system into account as presented in Fig. 1.

In the first work package “Urban Climate”, the focus has been on measuring and modelling urban climate and the influence of weather conditions and urban features. The outcome of this work package has been used as input to the second work package “Sensitivity, impacts and vulnerability”, to assess the sensitivity of cities and the possible impacts of climate change. As such, the urgency of action could be assessed. In the third work package “Adaptation measures”, the effectiveness of a wide range of adaptation measures has been evaluated. The fourth work package “Governance” focused on governance of climate adaptation. Finally, in a fifth work package “Integration”, the results from the foregoing work packages were assembled and applied for a number of case studies in which scientists from all work packages and stakeholders jointly designed adaptation measures and strategies. The stakeholders had a prominent place in the project.

2.2. Stakeholder involvement

The Climate Proof Cities research program intended to connect stakeholder issues with scientific research questions in order to increase the applicability of the scientific outcomes. Stakeholders were closely involved in developing the research program, formulating research questions, defining real life case studies and they were also actively engaged during the research itself. Meetings were held in the various participating cities to explore local questions and options for climate adaptation. These meetings brought a broad range of local stakeholders together from different units within the local government (spatial planning, water, environment, district councils and health services) often resulting in increased local intergovernmental cooperation.

The cases and related projects can be distinguished by four spatial scale levels: building and street, integrated water management, neighbourhood and the regional level. The cases were located in Rotterdam, Haaglanden (comprising the city of The Hague and surrounding municipalities and water boards), Amsterdam, Arnhem, Utrecht and the province of North-Brabant, with a focus on the city of Tilburg. By meeting on a regular basis, a community of practice with researchers and stakeholders has grown where experiences and knowledge were actively exchanged.

2.3. Main results of the Climate Proof Cities research program

The four research questions formulated at the start of the project, provided a stable framework for the execution of the project. On the basis of these questions, results of the program will be discussed.

2.3.1. What is the influence of urban features on the local climate in Dutch cities?

The urban setting has an influence on the local climate. Urban land use and materials cause the urban heat island effect (UHI) [7], which might be exacerbated by climate change [8]. In the past, in many cities, research on the urban heat island effect has been performed [9]. The effect of cities on precipitation within urban areas itself however, is still relatively unknown. The availability
of basic meteorological information within cities is limited, as weather stations are mostly located outside urban areas.

In the last 30 years, the urban climate has not been thoroughly studied in the Netherlands. Consequently, no systematic meteorological data records for cities in the Netherlands are available. Therefore, an inventory has been made of internationally available data sources and detailed temperature monitoring was done in the city of Rotterdam. In addition, the possibility of making use of alternative data sources was examined. Datasets of hobby meteorologists appeared to be a valuable source of information about local climate in urban areas. With these data a first assessment of the UHI intensity for the Dutch cities could be made. The preliminary analysis showed that the UHI is clearly present in the Netherlands as well. The maximum UHI effect ranges from 3 to 10 °C. These values are comparable with UHI values reported for other European cities. No significant relationship between UHI intensity and city size (defined as the log value of the number of citizens) could be determined, suggesting that not only large settlements but also smaller ones may show significant UHI effects [10].

In addition, the impact on outdoor thermal comfort was assessed. Approximately 50% of the urban areas appeared to be subject to heat stress for about 7 days per year. The city of Rotterdam however exceeded the heat stress threshold value for about 15 days per year [10].

Since 2009 a monitoring network is operational in the Rotterdam agglomeration, currently consisting of 14 automatic weather stations. This network enabled us to analyse the temporal and spatial variability in local climate in more detail [10–12]. Air temperatures at the urban locations in Rotterdam on average are higher than those measured at the rural reference site or at the WMO (World Meteorological Organisation) station at Rotterdam airport. The differences are larger for the minimum temperatures (0.5–2.6 K) than for the maximum temperatures (−0.1–1.3 K) [11]. The intra-urban variability is considerable, indicating that the magnitude of the UHI effect in an urban area is to a large extent determined by local features. This also explains the absence of a clear relationship between UHI intensity and city size (as defined by the number of citizens) found in previous studies [13,14]. This also explains why not only big cities but also smaller towns and large villages in the Netherlands display an urban heat island effect [15].

Due to a different radiation, energy and water balance, the temperature inside cities differs from the surrounding countryside [6–16]. Temperature differences are caused by (a) less ventilation [17–19]; (b) reduced evaporation and transpiration [20]; (c) enhanced release of stored heat in the urban material [19]; (d) trapping of long wave radiation; and (e) emission of anthropogenic heat [15]. Blocking wind patterns and reducing wind speed can have a detrimental effect on urban comfort [16,17,20]. The UHI effect depends highly on urban land-use descriptors like building fraction, impervious fraction and green fraction, as well as average building height [11]. Open water turns out to have an ambiguous cooling effect on its surroundings. When the water warms up during the summer, its cooling capacity decreases [11,21].

How citizens actually perceive thermal comfort, depends on the complex interaction between physical, physiological, behavioural and psychological factors. To get an indication about the impact on thermal comfort, the so-called Physiologically Equivalent Temperature (PET) can be used, which is a measure for thermal comfort based on the energy balance of the human body [22]. It is calculated using observations of air temperature, atmospheric humidity, global radiation and wind speed. Furthermore, physiological factors are taken into account in the calculation. Compared to the surrounding areas a more limited exposure to solar radiation in the city due to shadows from buildings is favourable for thermal comfort; the lower wind speeds in the city actually have a negative effect. It is still largely unknown what role variations in atmospheric humidity play. Due to the UHI effect, Dutch urban areas experience more days of heat stress than in the countryside [11].

In order to have an indication of the urgency of the heat stress problem in relation to climate change, the temperature sequences of the urban location in southern Rotterdam and the reference location in the countryside have been transformed into temperature sequences for 2050 and 2100 for the worst case scenario (W+) developed for The Netherlands by the Royal Netherlands Meteorological Institute - KNMI [23]. Because PET could not be calculated from the results provided by this transformation program, we made estimations of the Effective Temperature (ET), a simple thermal comfort index based on empirical research [23]. It is assumed that water vapour pressure and wind speed remain similar. Fig. 2 shows the number of days that the discomfort threshold is exceeded (ET > 21 °C). Though only rough estimates could be made, it clearly indicates that heat stress may become an important issue in the coming decades.

2.3.2. How vulnerable are Dutch cities to climate change?

The possible impacts and sensitivity of cities to the various influencing factors were studied. A wide range of effects was considered related to more frequent weather extremes such as heat waves, extreme rainfall and to a lesser extent periods of drought. Concerning heat waves, both outdoor and indoor effects were studied. Although these issues are often related to climate change, already at this moment cities cope with the impacts of these kinds of weather events. The risks of coastal and fluvial flooding of urban areas due to sea level rise and changes in the flood water levels in the rivers together with the consequences of soil subsidence [24] were outside the scope of the Climate Proof Cities program. The risk of more frequent heat waves, droughts and extreme rainfall events are severe as they affect morbidity and mortality, economic damage and result in lower liveability and comfort in the urban environment. Some impacts cause damage (for instance to building materials or properties in case of flooding), while others influence health and well-being of the population (for instance in heat waves) [24].

A quantification of sensitivity, the impacts and the resulting vulnerability is necessary for providing guidelines for adaptation solutions, for the mapping of vulnerability of neighbourhoods and prioritisation of measures [25]. As impacts differ, such a quantification needs to be made at various scales: from the level of buildings, in terms of heat, moisture or salinisation impact, to the level of

![Fig. 2. The number of days with moderate to high heat stress for two locations: the countryside (left) and ‘Rotterdam South’ (right), calculated for the current situation, halfway through this century, and at the end of it with the (W+) KNMI06 scenario.][1]

neighbourhoods and cities for impacts of flooding, droughts and heat waves. A typology of cities and neighbourhoods according to their vulnerability to climate change summarising this information is a useful tool to enable policy makers to judge the urgency of action and to prioritise between areas and possible measures [26].

2.3.2.1. Heat stress. The hot summers in 2003 and 2006 demonstrated that the Netherlands are vulnerable to heat waves. In the Netherlands the death rate increased by 12% during heat waves (approximately 40 extra deaths per day) [27,28]. The 2003 heat wave caused approximately 1400–2200 deaths [28], similar to other European countries as France and Britain [29]. Climate change scenarios assume that the number of tropical days, as they are called in the Netherlands (air temperature above 30 °C) can increase from an average of 4 in the period 1976–2005 to 7–15 in 2050 [30]. The elderly over the age of 75 are especially sensitive to periods of heat stress [31]. In the Netherlands, during the 2010 heat wave, body temperatures of elderly exceeding 38 °C were measured during the day [32], illustrating the heat strain during hot days. In an attempt to study whether they would be able to prepare for an approaching heat wave in a climate test chamber, it emerged that the typical warning period of three days prior to a heat wave is too short for both young people and the elderly to acclimatise [33].

Labour productivity will also decrease in conditions with high (above 25 °C) indoor and outdoor temperatures [34]. An exploratory calculation of the monetary damage in the Netherlands caused by lower productivity inside non-air-conditioned buildings and outside buildings amounted from zero to several hundreds of millions of euros per year depending on the climate scenario [24].

Buildings can decrease the exposure to heat. Unfortunately it turns out that, based on the KNMI/06 climate scenarios [23], overheating (indoor temperatures higher than the threshold values for thermal comfort) will be more frequent and will last longer in a large proportion of Dutch buildings. Our simulations with building energy models demonstrate that terraced and detached houses are expected to be less often exposed to high indoor air temperatures and experience fewer hours of overheating than apartments (Fig. 3) [35]. In addition, the building orientation is an important factor: windows on the east and the west side increase the number of overheating hours, because of the lower elevation of the sun during summer time allowing more incoming solar radiation. Furthermore, modern, and thus better insulated houses (without sunscreens), are more sensitive to indoor overheating than older dwellings since they retain the heat for a longer period due to their higher thermal resistance of the building envelope (Fig. 3) [35].

Information about the location of sensitive groups, such as the elderly, has been combined with their living conditions (quality of housing and neighbourhood characteristics as measure for exposure). The result is a vulnerability map (Fig. 4) [36]. The map indicates which parts of the city are vulnerable to heat stress. For Amsterdam, it turns out that areas for special attention are the western part of the city, but also the north, east and southeast. This map also depicts a considerable small-scale variation in vulnerability within Amsterdam: to the large local variation in the UHI effect depending on local structural characteristics, other sources of diversity (population characteristics, building quality) are added [36].

2.3.2.2. Pluvial flooding. Objects that are particularly sensitive to material damage due to pluvial flooding are buildings (and their interiors) and electricity switch boxes. Substantial secondary economic damage can also occur through business interruption, traffic disruption and power and telecom/data cuts. In addition there are costs for mobilising emergency services and there are social implications if hospitals etc. function below par or are less accessible. Risks and damage due to pluvial rainfall are generally dependent on a threshold value that differs per object, for instance, the height at which switch boxes are mounted. Decreasing exposure during extreme rainfall can be achieved locally by ensuring that the water remains below the threshold value (by increasing storage area and infiltration) or by increasing the threshold value (for instance higher doorsteps, mounting switch boxes higher up) [24]. Even more than the exposure to heat stress, the exposure and the vulnerability to the effects of pluvial flooding displays a fine spatial pattern [37].

2.3.2.3. Drought. Periods of drought causing a decrease in the ground water level can be very harmful to the wooden foundation piles of old buildings as they decay under regular exposure to oxygen [38]. Another effect of sea level rise is the extension of the seepage of salt water into the ground water in a small strip along the coast [39], although this was not studied in the Climate Proof Cities research program.

2.3.3. Which measures and strategies are effective to improve the adaptive capacity of cities? To support decision makers, the CPC program has delivered lists of possible adaptation measures and their characteristics with regard to applicability in various situations. In addition, measurements, numerical simulations and street interviews have been carried out to gain insight into the effectiveness of individual adaptation measures and combinations of measures for different spatial scales. The numerical simulations were based on BES and CFD. BES has been used extensively in the past in building physics for the assessment of energy and thermal comfort inside buildings (e.g. literature reviews/overviews in Refs. [40–43]). In the CPC program, it was used to analyse indoor overheating during heat waves [35]. CFD has been used extensively in the past in urban physics and building physics to analyse indoor (e.g. literature reviews in Refs. [43,44]) as well as outdoor airflow, heat and mass transfer (e.g. literature reviews in Refs. [45–50]). In the CPC program, it was used to analyse heat waves, the UHI effect, outdoor thermal comfort and the potential of adaptation measures such as vegetation and evaporative cooling [20,51–53]. This knowledge will be translated into design guidelines in the final year of the program (see e.g. Ref. [51]). Building on the conclusion that vulnerability in Dutch cities displays a spatially varied pattern, decreasing this vulnerability will also requires interventions at different spatial scales or levels.

![Fig. 3. Yearly number of overheating hours (averaged over four orientations) for three types of houses and two different construction years (1970s and 2012). The climate year used for this study is 2006 in De Bilt, the Netherlands, which is a year that can be seen as a “future year” with a hot summer containing several heat waves.][35]
The research on adaptation measures has focused on three main spatial levels:

- buildings and street-level components that will be able to cope with altered heat stress and more precipitation extremes whilst reducing the demand for energy and improving indoor air quality;
- neighbourhood level: providing design guidelines for layout, use of materials, green spaces and water;
- the region around cities for providing the buffer against extremes in heat, drought and precipitation.

2.3.3.1. From building to street. In the prevention of indoor overheating a distinction can be made between the effect of adaptation measures on new and existing residential buildings. Building Energy Simulations for a terraced house show that newly constructed (well insulated) residential buildings benefit most from avoiding solar radiation through the transparent parts of the building envelope (e.g. doorways and windows) and from providing additional natural ventilation by strategically and systematically opening windows (i.e. (night) ventilative cooling) [35]. Note that the application of solar shading and opening the windows quite often require actions from the building occupants and therefore the effectiveness in practice will be strongly depend on user behaviour and knowledge of the user on how to prevent indoor overheating. Although the application of extra thermal insulation is essential to reduce energy demands for heating in the winter, providing extra thermal insulation can have a negative effect on indoor thermal comfort in older and new houses when no solar shading or sufficient natural ventilation is present. Increasing the shortwave reflectivity (albedo value) can reduce the number of overheating hours in older houses significantly (up to 89% for a detached house), but has far less effect on the number of overheating hours in modern — well-insulated — houses. In addition, a building’s orientation is an important factor in reducing the number of overheating hours in residential buildings. As has been mentioned above, in the summer months, but also in spring and autumn, houses facing east and west experience the largest numbers of overheating hours due to the lower solar elevation (zenith angle). A residential building with a larger amount of thermal mass can reduce the peak temperatures inside the building during the day, however, a larger amount of thermal mass can also result in a slower decrease of indoor temperatures during the night, potentially resulting in more overheating hours during the night [35].

To intercept and store rainwater, several options are available in and around buildings, including creating water storage in the spaces below and between buildings, green roofs, “blue roofs”, water barrels, infiltration boxes, bioswales and permeable pavement [54]. Green roofs appear less effective as it takes longer to have the full capacity available for the next rain shower [54]. Moreover, they are more expensive than blue roofs, i.e. roofs that are able to store rainwater and gradually discharge it, but in comparison to blue roofs, green roofs can be applied on slightly sloping roofs. Also, research in the CPC program has shown that the effects of locally applied green roofs on reducing both indoor and outdoor temperatures are very limited [20]. Concerning rainwater, in the Netherlands, specific attention is given to removing pavement from gardens or preventing gardens to be paved.

The effectiveness of packages of these adaptation measures on occurrence and extent of flooding can now be assessed and visualised in 3D during the design process by a new, very fast hydraulic simulation programme called 3Di (www.3Di.nu/international/), which development was partially funded by the CPC programme. Stakeholders can co-design their preferred adaptation solutions for a specific area by combining 3Di with an electronic touch or design table.
2.3.3.2. From street to neighbourhood. Measures that effectively lower the temperature of the air at street level in the Netherlands are: increasing the reflection coefficient (albedo) of the roof and adding vegetation (gardens, street trees and parks).

In parks, ambient temperatures were measured that were 1 K lower than in the city centre, with PET values being 1.9 K lower than in the city centre [55]. CFD simulations demonstrated that rows of trees in streets can have a similar effectiveness, but that green facades and green roofs have little influence on ambient temperatures on street level [20]. The results are in line with the international literature, where similar effects were reported [56–59]. In addition, it turns out that people feel more thermally comfortable in streets with a lot of greenery and also appreciate it from an aesthetic point of view [60].

More drastic, technical measures that could enable control over the city's climate are forms of active cooling of open water and public spaces such as squares. Taking away (solar) heat from these surfaces and storing it inter-seasonally underground — for instance by means of aquifer thermal energy storage (ATES) — helps to cool the city in summer, and the energy stored can again be used in winter-time [61]. Here climate adaptation touches climate mitigation. Another option is evaporative cooling by mist spraying nozzles (e.g. Ref. [52]).

In order to make the urban water systems stronger with respect to pluvial flooding, many measures are available to increase the infiltration, storage or transport capacity, both above and below ground level [54]. Several measures for adapting to pluvial flooding, however, can lead to an increase of drought and heat stress. An integrated approach is therefore necessary. An application has been developed in CPC, which is known as 3Di, which gives insight into the effects of adaptation measures in water management and spatial development. As such, the instrument brings urban planners and water managers together in identifying measures for dealing with cloudbursts.

2.3.3.3. From neighbourhood to urban region. The climate in a city is partially determined on a scale that supersedes individual buildings, streets and neighbourhoods. If air could be drawn into cities from surrounding areas that are cooler than the city itself, excessive heating in summer could be tempered. Therefore research has been carried out on so-called ‘coolspots’ near cities. The first results indicate that much of the surface area in ‘coolspots’ is taken up by vegetation and that they are usually in use as meadows or fields. The soil type also seems to be an important aspect of ‘coolspots’, while the ground water level does not seem to play an important role.

The research focussing on municipalities has shown two successful approaches so far: ‘mainstreaming adaptation’ and a ‘dedicated approach’. The mainstreaming approach aims to integrate climate adaptation into existing policy domains — such as planning, public space, housing and water management — in order to find synergies by policy synchronisation and combining resources [62]. A dedicated approach poses climate adaptation as a new policy domain, including agenda-setting, financial and human resources allocated to adaptation-related actions and consistency in policy [63]. Both have positive and negative consequences. A dedicated approach entails that decisions are made quickly, but there is also a risk of inefficient policy. On the other hand, mainstreaming is often ad hoc but based on well-considered decisions. A combination of both can conceivably lead to more optimal results [64].

It has also turned out that citizens can play a role in the realisation of the climate proof city. To be able to link the climate interests of public parties to civilizational initiatives, the local government should find a new way of working. This requires a flexible attitude, where local government policy adapts to local initiatives (co-evolution) [65].

The same holds for the development of housing, whereby housing corporations and the construction industry together can be made responsible for constructing or renovating climate resilient housing. In this model, the construction industry does not limit itself to carrying out the corporation’s commission, but has a more active role in the initial stages. In this way, the knowledge of the construction companies is used in the process, which makes it easier to realistically integrate climate proof measures in the construction process [66].

Integrating climate adaptation in the development of an area within the city brings all these aspects together. Science provides the tools for analysis, communication and dialogue: “indicators” in order to show the consequences of climate change for a city; “mapping” of exposure, sensitivity and adaptability in order to discover the vulnerability in detail; and “tables and diagrams”, as a basis for choosing adaptation measures. In the Bergpolder Zuid district in Rotterdam, the Netherlands, these were the basis for sourcing different types of knowledge (research, societal groups, policy makers). In a sketching workshop these were integrated and translated into policy recommendations [67]. In these exercises it appeared that a cost-benefit analysis for adaptation is not always important as decision support tool. For an area-specific approach, where the emphasis lies on co-benefits, it is no longer strictly necessary to have a breakdown of the specific costs of climate adaptation and the specific climate benefits. Nevertheless, an overview of possible damages due to climate change is seen as motivating in order to draw attention to climate adaptation, but it is often difficult to calculate (data intensive, with not all data available at the appropriate scale). In the implementation stage, of course, for each policy decision information is needed about the overall costs that specific course of action entails.

2.4. Discussion

Cities and urban areas are often seen, contrary to nature, as places where people are in complete control and independent of the whims of nature, such as weather and climate. That is not true as every now and then is shown by (small) disasters resulting from heat waves, heavy rainfall and long periods of drought. At the moment these are incidents. However if the climate continues to change, extreme weather events may occur more often and disrupt urban life. And cities do not seem to be prepared.

In order to become resilient, cities need to adapt themselves. A first step is awareness of the current vulnerability. How that works becomes visible when looking at the issue of water safety in the
Netherlands. Living in a low lying country, inhabitants and the government are very well aware of the threat of flooding by the sea and by rivers. Large efforts have been and are still being made to keep the Netherlands safe and adding the future threat of a rising sea level or higher peak levels in the rivers is easily incorporated into the general policy on water safety. Including water nuisance, droughts and heat waves into urban policies seems more complicated, although in recent years there have been more of these incidents than floods. An increased awareness of the widened range of threats within all levels of government and with all stakeholders is a necessary starting point. The Dutch National Delta Program [24] deals with the issue of flooding and also with climate adaptation in urban areas. It is a program on the national level although local governments and water boards are involved. The policy program, however, struggles with climate adaptation in cities, because it is perhaps easy to formulate flooding safety standards on the national scale, but for heat, droughts and water nuisance the most important policies require a local approach.

From the beginning, the Climate Proof Cities research program brought together researchers and governmental representatives and created a community of practitioners. This helped to spread the knowledge the program developed. It also showed how local factors are important in developing a climate adaptation strategy and stimulated practice-oriented research. In the beginning it proved difficult for practitioners to formulate research questions, which meant that researchers were forced to take the first step. Later in the program the collaboration had the healthy tension between the wish of practitioners to have the outcomes here and now, while the researchers insisted on the need to understand better before drawing any conclusion. In the Netherlands, the process of knowledge co-creation in climate adaptation of cities only started with this research project and a longer relation between universities and cities is needed to build up trust on both sides, and the awareness for academia that scientific research is not compromised by this way of working, and for administrations that it pays to embed a researcher for some time in their organisations.

The biggest challenge for increasing resilience lies in existing cities, as the infrastructure, the urban design and the buildings themselves limit the number of possible adaptation measures. But it also poses governance questions on how to use the local windows of opportunity, such as the implementation of reconstruction works or periods of increased awareness of local actors such as housing corporations or citizens themselves. While the CPC program delivered more insight into a large number of possible adaptation options, the question remains how to keep such a relatively weak interest as climate adaptation high on the agenda in order to use occurring opportunities over time. In addition, financing climate adaptation is a practical issue for administrations where, depending on the context, possibilities and limitations, research can help identify new approaches.

The Climate Proof Cities research program resulted from an overarching national research program, similar to programs in the UK and Germany. With national programs coming to an end, there is certainly an issue around the maintenance and continuation of the knowledge base. During the execution of these research programs, national governments may have discovered that increasing urban resilience requires mainly local action, but they should not forget that in a multi-level governance setting, facilitation of research enables this action.

2.5. Conclusions

The Climate Proof Cities program has confirmed that urban areas in the Netherlands are vulnerable to a wider range of threats than sea level rise and marine and fluvial flooding only. In times of climate change, the risk of more frequent heat waves, droughts and extreme rainfall events need to be taken into account as they affect human morbidity and mortality, economic damage and result in a less liveable and comfortable urban environment.

The Netherlands is a densely populated country, with most of its population and economic activities concentrated in urban areas. Cities thus constitute the most vulnerable parts of the country. Within cities, the vulnerability varies locally, which creates opportunities for gradually and locally improving the urban environment making use of the “windows of opportunity” provided by the dynamics of a city. Starting the process of increasing resilience now reduces the impacts of weather extremes that will be occurring in the immediate future and solve problems of today.

The Climate Proof Cities program contributed to the body of knowledge on the vulnerability of cities to climate change, and the local factors that characterise the effects. It showed the important role of green infrastructures in the city as they can cool the city as long as water is available for evapotranspiration. It gave more insight in the role of water, which can be cooling as water evaporates, but might also warm the city as stagnant water bodies store heat. The program demonstrated how buildings and streets can be developed in such a way that overheating in buildings can be minimised. In this respect, a relation with climate mitigation (energy saving options) policies is relevant. And the program made clear the importance to bring urban planners and water managers together to reduce water nuisance.

Remaining scientific challenges in supporting climate robust cities are:

- the role of evaporation in the micro-climate of a city;
- monitoring and understanding of precipitation patterns within urban areas;
- understanding the possible role of thermally induced airflow through a city in improving thermal comfort in streets;
- the relation between heat, drought, water availability and the effectiveness of green adaptation measures;
- harmonising information on costs and effectiveness of adaptation options for different climate threats and on different scales;
- integration of approaches for increasing the resilience of vital infrastructures in cities and of the other city systems (including buildings and public spaces);
- options/guidelines for a sustained embedding of climate adaptation in policies of cities and stakeholders, such as housing corporations and infrastructure managers;
- ways to prevent, given the fragmentation of actors and actions, the implementation of suboptimal solutions;
- financing options for adaptation measures and strategies;
- how to develop a sense of urgency with various stakeholders.

3. Contents of the Special Issue

The 15 papers in this Special Issue consist of 13 papers submitted by members of the Climate Proof Cities program and 2 papers submitted by other authors. All papers are classified according to five main categories: (1) Urban climate; (2) Sensitivity, impacts, vulnerability; (3) Adaptation measures; (4) Governance; (5) Integration. Papers addressing more than one category have been listed in each of these categories and within each category, papers are listed alphabetically by the last name of the first author.

Papers from the CPC consortium are labelled as such. However, this collection does not provide the complete overview of all results from the CPC program. Other results will be reported in future papers in this and other journals. And finally, it is noted that this Special Issue — as every Special Issue and publication — only provides a
partial view on a complex problem. Future Special Issues and papers on the topic of climate adaptation in cities are definitely needed.

3.1. Urban climate

- Gromke et al. CFD analysis of transpirational cooling by vegetation: Case study for specific meteorological conditions during a heat wave in Arnhem, Netherlands. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.04.022 [CPC]
- Schrijvers et al. Breakdown of the nighttime urban heat island energy budget. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.08.012 [CPC]
- Taleghani et al. Summer thermal comfort within five different urban forms in the Netherlands. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.03.014 [CPC]
- Topalar et al. CFD simulation and validation of urban microclimate: A case study for Bergspolder Zuid, Rotterdam. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.08.004 [CPC]
- Van Hove et al. Temporal and spatial variability of urban heat island and thermal comfort within the Rotterdam agglomeration. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.08.029

3.2. Sensitivity, impacts, vulnerability

- Daanen and Herweijer. Effectiveness of an indoor preparation program to increase thermal resilience in elderly for heat waves. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.04.010 [CPC]
- Taleghani et al. Summer thermal comfort within five different urban forms in the Netherlands. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.03.014 [CPC]
- Van Hove et al. Temporal and spatial variability of urban heat island and thermal comfort within the Rotterdam agglomeration. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.08.029

3.3. Adaptation measures

- Gromke et al. CFD analysis of transpirational cooling by vegetation: Case study for specific meteorological conditions during a heat wave in Arnhem, Netherlands. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.04.022 [CPC]
- Klemm et al. Psychological and physical impact of urban green spaces on outdoor thermal comfort during summer time in the Netherlands. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.05.013 [CPC]
- Montazeri et al. Evaporative cooling by water spray systems: CFD simulation, experimental validation and sensitivity analysis. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.03.022 [CPC]
- Van Hooff et al. On the predicted effectiveness of climate adaptation measures for residential buildings. DOI: http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.08.027
- Voskamp and Van de Ven. Planning support system for climate adaptation: composing effective sets of blue-green measures to reduce urban vulnerability to extreme weather events. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.07.018 [CPC]

3.4. Governance

- Rodgers and Straub. Assessment of the likelihood of implementation strategies for climate change adaptation measures in Dutch social housing. http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.buildenv.2014.07.014 [CPC]

3.5. Integration
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